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Thermodynamics have been applied to many areas of
analysis of biological systems, but thermodynamics
have yet to be applied to a rigorous examination of
entire metabolic networks.
Important application: eliminating internal ﬂux cycles
from ﬂux balance analysis solutions.

A-> B -> C -> A :
According to the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics, the
overall thermodynamic driving force through these
cycles must be zero, meaning that no net ﬂux is
possible through these cycles.







Integrating thermodynamic data and
constraints into a constraints-based
metabolic model (TMFA) to ensure that ﬂux
distributions produced by the model
thermodynamically feasible.
Study the thermodynamically feasible ranges
of the Gibbs free energy change.
Study the metabolite activity ranges for the
genome scale metabolites in the model.











Reaction is thermodynamic feasible iff:
direction of the flux.

<0 in the

TMFA ensures for that ﬂux distributions produced by the
model are thermodynamically feasible.
Provides data on the thermodynamically feasible
metabolite activity ranges for the metabolites in the cell.
TMFA requires knowledge of
model.

of the reactions in the

Must either be estimated or measured experimentally.
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where N is the m X r stoichiometric
matrix, v is the r X 1 ﬂux vector, r is equal to
the total number of reactions in N, and m
is equal to the total number of
metabolites.

A binary use variable, zi, is also
associated with each reaction i
speciﬁed in the stoichiometric matrix N.
The value of zi is equal to one if the ﬂux
through reaction i, vi, is positive, and zi
is equal to zero if vi is zero.

This ensures that the activity proﬁles and ﬂux
distributions generated by TMFA
adhere to the second law of thermodynamics;
a reaction ﬂux cannot be
positive unless
is negative. The K in Eq.
3 is a constant selected to be large enough
that Eq. 3 is always satisﬁed if vi and zi are
zero.
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Equation 4 is the Gibbs free energy quation
used to set the value of
i for reaction i
given the metabolite activities. In Eq. 4, ln(xj)
is the natural logarithm of the activity of
compound j, and ni,j is the
stoichiometric coefﬁcient of compound j in
reaction i.

Equation 5 is the thermodynamic feasibility
constraint for the lumped reactions similar to Eq.
3 except that the binary use variable for each lumped
reaction, yi, is set to zero when the
reaction is thermodynamically feasible and one when
the reaction is in-feasible.

Where q is the number of molecular
 (1)substructures used in the group contribution
scheme, and is the standard error reported
for the group contribution value of molecular
 (2)substructure i.
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Equation 6 excludes ﬂux distributions
that involve ﬂux through the set of
reactions that comprise an infeasible
lumped reaction. The continuous
independent variables of this
optimization problem are ln(xj), vi, and
i, and the binary independent
variables are zi, and yi.

The thermodynamic constraint speciﬁed in Eq. 4
is now altered to include terms accounting for
the uncertainty in
where gi,j is the number
of occurrences of molecular substructure j being
created or destroyed during reaction i.

Initialization:






They applied TMFA to determine the maximum growth yield
achievable in the genome-scale model of Escherichia coli (iJR904).
The concentrations of the extracellular compounds used as nutrient
sources in the model were ﬁxed to the typical concentrations found
in growth media.
The concentrations of all intracellular species were restricted within the
ranges observed in the cell (between 10^-5 M and 0.02 M).

But, with zero uncertainty, The max growth was fix to zero!!

Suggesting that growth was not feasible due to the thermodynamic
infeasibility of one or more essential reactions.







Which must operate in the reverse direction for any biomass
production to occur, is thermodynamically infeasible with a
of 4.7 kcal/mol in the reverse direction.
Fact: E. coli is capable of growing on glucose….
 this reaction must be thermodynamically feasible under
physiological conditions.
Solution 1: expanding the minimum and maximum bounds on
the activities of dihydroorotate and n-carbamoyl-L-aspartate
to 0.8 X 10^-5M and 0.025 M  optimal growth yield of
0.0923 biomass/mmol glucose.
Same as in the classical iJR904 model.



Solution 2: Allowing the error in the group

contribution values to vary within the range of two
standard deviations for the group contribution
energies, the optimal growth yield for the iJR904 model
is achievable within the original selected activity range
of 1 X 10-5 M and 0.02 M.

These results suggest the importance of
accounting for uncertainty in
, since
ignoring uncertainty can lead to feasible
reactions being incorrectly labeled as infeasible.






Essential - requiring a non-zero ﬂux for optimal growth to occur.
Substitutable - capable of carrying zero or non-zero ﬂux at optimal
growth.
Blocked - do not carry any ﬂux at optimal growth.

These
reactions
are all part
In FVA: 272 (29%) reactions
are
essential,
of thermodynamically
infeasible ﬂux
83 (9%) reactions
are substitutable,
loops are
in the
iJR904 model!!
576 (62%) reactions
blocked.

In FVA + thermodynamic constraints:

272 (29%) reactions are essential,
 53 (6%) reactions are substitutable,
 606 (65%) reactions are blocked.




The addition of thermodynamic constraints causes 30 of
the reactions that were classiﬁed as substitutable using
FVA alone to become blocked.







The activity of each metabolite and
of each
reaction are minimized and maximized subject to the
thermodynamic and mass balance constraints.
TVA allows for the identiﬁcation of the
thermodynamic bottlenecks in the metabolic network.
Thermodynamic bottlenecks are reactions for which
is constrained to be approximately zero, meaning
these reactions must operate very close to
equilibrium.







TVA was also used to study the ranges of the
activities of the metabolites.
The uncertainty in
set to zero, then TVA
can estimate the ranges of the activity of the
metabolites.

In this condition, the activity of the
metabolites involved in the bottleneck
reaction dihydroorotase were highly
constrained:

Primary product: dihydroorotate is
fixed to the min concentration.
Primary reactant: n-carbamoyl-Laspartate is fixed to the max
concentration.

Grean – reported in the literature.
Black – consternation found using
TMFA with no uncertainty. The
black circles – the logarithmic
mean for feasible activity range.

Red – using uncertainty in
estimate the free energy.



Addition of thermodynamic constraints:
◦ Improved accuracy.
◦ Disable Flux loops effectively.

◦ TVA allows the exploration of thermodynamically
feasible:
values.
 activities (Concentrations).




Uncertainty remains an issue but base on the
results, almost all metabolites activity
encompassed the values observed in literature.

